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Dear Henry,vtr1 11/4/62 
Re Robert ‘'aryl I'll think it over b-forn I rite him. lie agy feel memoir 

about your disclosing bin name, evon in coafidance. 
You make no mention of the third Oswald interest. ny anOrlynOWAI said that be 

and Oswald shot pool much and often. 

When you± interviemod his you had no reason to adk about any Oswald aecurity ciaaranoe. I take it that ;-ary voluntered nothing about this. 
If he was a lieutenant when Oswald wan a private, the chances of their shooting pool togethet are, I think, slim, unlea the line vas more flexible in the Marines than Jai tha Army. Also, I still have the impression that the man who pho nod me was in SODA king of buninoss in conneation with which he was aains; to la bo in Waahinatan nine months later, to attend a convention. i,ary is a lawyer. $111 The reflection of the same interests, in chew and opera, without mention of LHO's, is not encouraging. I don't imagine that moat of those "arinos shared these interosts and 1 do think that after a l the Oswald publicity he'd have thought back. However, maybe I will write him after I've tIouattit over more. 

If you have no need for your intarviews, I'd are like to be able to go ovoa all of tee mead I approciate the offer very muoh. I 11113=0 that what is to be confi-dential is marked that way. 
I'm val.l aware of your phoblam, any writer'a problem, in seeking information, advice ana expertise fro© what in known an the critical oomaunity. This is one's of the raasona I aIsmaya try to find as much tiaajas posaible. Some of them have 

developed a dislike of me booause I've disaaseed with no many so often and when 1 could not avoid it, openly. Some have invented and me to believe strange thin, 
and even believe them. For the most part, I renean detached. When I core on something that can be of interest* in the logitimate efforts some males, 1 inform them. Moat of them are good people and intend well but are merely loot or wild. A few are not good and a few are solf—seekere. Sane of the wildest are also some of the nicest. 

This also is an intaoduc+Aon to a caution, strong and Euby and necessary re 
Mach oa what has been alleged by cease or the critics is without banin in fact, however reasonable their inteawotatioua may appoar. In both areas the major problem la tho lank of as rani inreatigation and with rogari to :baby, perhaps more withholdinge. For example, the Ruby file does net appear to include his PCI file and I do not reoall seeing any of the informant—contact forms in what was disclooed. I do have all that has been discloaed, if you Iclow the aell.a1 numbora of any records you may want. I also have the Tippit paraonnel file, ahich maa otiainaller withhold. I don't rams abet al.ythirag of real significance in it. 

As of now, almoat any tine you'd like to cone in fine. If you plan to stay overnight, I'n corn; an really do not have adequate accomodations because the spare bedroom is my wifa'a office and ronaina cluttered. The bort motel's near hare are the Holiday Inn and the Red BUM Horne, aejaoent and loss than 10 minutas fwd. 
Both are no busy I'd mcconmd r(43erv'ti°111' 

Your kids are bright, witty and often delightfully subtle. If they have any 
further interest inathe chide bit, thaw night want to lock at ads in the farm publications. $1 per chick is quite high compared to what prioos used to be, 
even though they used to be higher for quantities of less than 100. Mitchell may not have intended retsina them eags or meat. They might be a rare of fancy brood. like the Azaaeuea (aparoa), a Chilean breed that lays blue amp — what a deal for Easter. If those chicks war akX sexed, that ism if 4itchell wanted pulleta or 
females only, they could have cost twice as much an straight run, but even than, $1.00 Aill aeons high. Anyway, we enjoy them, and my bent wishes include thorn. 



Dear Henry, 	 11/4/82 
Re Robert learyi I'll think it over before I write hin. Ho eay feel uneasy about your dieolosing his name, even in confidence. 
You make no mention of the third Oswald interest. My anoeymousa said that he and Oswald shot pool much and often. 
When yout interviewed him you had no reason to ask about any Oswald security clearance. I take it that Gary volunteered nothing about this. 
If he was a lieutenant when Oswald was a private, the charlotte of their shooting pool together are, I think, slim, unlea the line was more flexible in the Marines than in the Arey. Also, I still have the impression that the man who phoned me was in some kind of business in connetion with which he was gang to ti be in Washington nine months later, to attend a convention. vary is a lawyer. JAI the reflection of the same interests, in cheep and opera, without mention of LBO's, is not encouraging.  I don't imagine that most of those "atrines shared these interests and I do think that after all the Oswald publicity he'd have thought back. However, maybe I will write him after I've though tit over more. 
If you have no need for your interviews, I'd sure like to be able to go over ill of them and I appreciate the offer very much. I assume that what is to be confirm Montilla is marked that way. 

I'm well aware of your problem, au writer's problem, in seeking information, advice and expertise from what is known as the critical comrunity. This is ones of the reasons I alaways try to find as much time/as possible. Some of them have developed a dislike of me because I've disagreed with so many so often and when I 	- could not avoid it, openly. Some have invented and cone to believe strange things and even believe them. For the most part, I remain detached. When I cone on something that can be of interests in the legitimate efforts some make, I inform them. Most of them are good people and intend well but are merely lost or wild. A few are not good and a few are self-seekers. Some of the wildest are also some of the nicest. 
This also is an introduction to a caution, strong and Eully and necessary re TIPPit. NOoll oa what has been alleged by some of the critics is without basis in fact, however reasonable their interpretations mey appear. In both areas the major Problem is the lank of any real investigation and with regard to Rube., perhaps more withholdings. For example, the Ruby file does not appear to include his Fel file and I do not recall seeing any of the informant-contact forms in what was eisclosed. I do have all that has been disclosed, if you know the aerial numbers of any records you may want. I also have the Tippit personnel file, which was otikelnalle withheld. I don't remember aeteing of real significance in it. 
As of now, almost any time you'd like to come is fine. If you plan to stay overnight, I'm sorry we really do not have :Adequate aocomodationa because the spare bedroom is my wife's office and ',amine cluttered. The boot motels near here are the Holiday Inn and the Red HUM Borne, adjacent and leas than 10 mimutes away. Botj are so busy I'd recommend reservations. 
Your kids are bright, witty and often delightfully subtle. If they have any further interest in:the chick bit, thee might want to loek at ads in the farm publications. $1 per chick is quite high compared to what prices used to be, even though they used to be higher for quantities of less than 100. Mitchell may not have intended raising them eggs or moat. They might be a rare of fancy breed. Like the Aranauoa (fleeces). a chilean breed that lays blue eggs - what a deal for Easter. If tepee chicks war e#X sexed, that iem if eitchell wanted pullets or females only, they could have cost twice as much as straight run, but even then, $1.00 still seems high. Anyway, we enjoy them, and my best wishes include them. 


